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MODIFICATION OF RESERVOIR CHEMICAL AND 

PHYSICAL FACTORS IN STEAMFLOODS TO INCREASE 
HEAVY OIL RECOVERY 

OBJECTIVES 

Thermal methods, and particularly steam injection, are currently recognized as the most 

promising for the efficient recovery of heavy oil. Despite significant progress, however, im- 

portant technical issues remain open. Specifically, still inadequate is our knowledge of the 

complex interaction between porous media and the various fluids of thermal recovery (steam, 

water, heavy oil, gases, and chemicals). While, the interplay of heat transfer and fluid flow 

with pore- and macro-scale heterogeneity is largely unexplored. 

The objectives of this contract are to continue previous work and to carry out new funda- 

mental studies in the following areas of interest to thermal recovery: displacement and flow 

properties of fluids involving phase change (condensation-evaporation) in porous media; flow 

properties of mobility control fluids (such as foam); and the effect of reservoir heterogeneity 

on thermal recovery. The specific projects are motivated by and address the need to improve 

heavy oil recovery from typical reservoirs as well as less conventional fractured reservoirs 

producing from vertical or horizontal wells. 

VAPOR-LIQUID FLOW 

Work continued on the modeling of vapor-liquid flows in porous media. During this 

quarter, work focused on completing the steam displacement pore network simulator and on 

issues of vapor adsorption-desorption in porous media. The steam displacement simulator 

was completed and it is running efficiently. We are currently investigating effects of injection 

rate, vapor density, latent heat and thermal conductivity on the displacement patterns. The 

objective of this work is to quantify similarities and differences in the displacement patterns 

between isothermal displacements in the absence of phase change and displacements where 

heat transfer controls phase change and phase behavior. The simulation results will be 

compared with steam injection experiments in glass micromodels. Work is also underway 
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on the extension to a three-phase system involving oil, water vapor and water liquid under 

conditions that simulate steam displacement of oil. 

In a different study, we have considered vapor adsorption-desorption in tight porous 

media and developed a pore network model to describe adsorption-desorption processes (1). 

The model includes the possibility of supercritical fluid in tight pores, using recent advances 

from density functional theories, and was able to successfully reproduce experimental results 

from adsorption-desorption experiments (1). In parallel, we are in the process of analyzing 

the stability of phase change fronts in porous media using a macroscopic approach. 

HETEROGENEITY 

Work continued on the optimization of recovery processes in heterogeneous reservoirs by 

using optimal control methods. Working with a model problem involving unit mobility ratio 

in the absence of capillary effects in a heterogeneous reservoir with multiple injection and one 

production wells, we identified the injection strategy that maximizes the recovery efficiency 

at breakthrough. It is found that the efficiecy is maximized by an “~n-off’~ injection schedule. 

For example, for the case of two injection wells, the optimal injection strategy consists of 

injecting from one well only, until a critical time is reached, then switching injection to the 

other well only. The switch time is a function of the well spacing and other geometrical 

parameters. 

On the subject of heterogeneity, we have continued with the study of the dynamics of 

invasion fronts in heterogeneous porous media of large aspect ratio at low rates. In parallel, 

we continued an on-going study on the effects of long-range correlations (for example, with 

the use of fractional Brownhm motion statistics) on invasion percolation. Preliminary results 

show that in such cases, the resulting invasion features (for example the capillary pressure 

curve) are not deterministic but stochastic. For example, the capillary pressure threshold, 

the capillary pressure curve and the relative permeabilities depend on the orientation of the 

pattern or the invasion direction. The average curves have features that depend smoothly 

on the degree of correlation, however (2). 

Work also continues on the development of rigorous viscous fingering models, based on 

the concept of Transverse Flow Equilibrium (TFE). This approach was extended to miscible 
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displacements in narrow capillaries or Hele-Shaw cells, where the finger width as a function 

of the mobility ratio was determined. A technical paper on this topic was completed (3). 

The results are useful in setting limits on the validity of the currently used approaches for 

miscible displacements in Hele-Shaw cells and porous media at high rates. 

CHEMICAL ADDITIVES 

In the area of chemical additives work continued on the behavior of non-Newtonian fluid flow 

and on foam displacements in porous media. We have completed a study €or the understand- 

ing of the onset of mobilization and flow of foams and of Bingham plastics, by devising a new 

invasion process containing long-time memory (4), based on which the minimum threshold 

path in a porous medium can be identified. This path was shown to be a self-affine curve of 

constant tortuosity, from which one can develop appropriate estimates on the value of the 

minimum pressure gradient for flow/mobilization. The algorithm was also used to study the 

displacement at low rates of Bingham plastics, the application being on heavy oil recovery 

as well as on sand production (wormholes) (5). During the past quarter a technical paper 

was completed on the solution of certain mathematical models involving flow and reaction 

in porous media, motivated by a problem of foam propagation (6). 
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